Position: **Cashier**

Pacific Hardware

We are looking to fill a summer job opening for a Cashier. The successful applicant will also be afforded the opportunity to work weekends or weekdays during the fall, depending upon the individual’s availability. During the summer period, late April to late August, the position consists of about 32 to 35 hours per week.

The work during the summer requires that the successful applicant be available and willing to work weekends as well as weekdays. The wage rate for the position will be in the range of $12.00 to $15.00 per hour, depending upon experience.

The Cashier position requires some prior cashiering experience, preferably in a high volume cashier setting. This position involves the recording of different type of sales transactions. Accuracy and reasonable speed are essential. It’s necessary that the applicant be comfortable working with cash. A friendly disposition is an asset.

We would prefer application from students going into their third or final year this coming fall.

This position is available as soon as the successful applicant is available.

Apply with a brief resume and cover letter to Mark Sutton, General Manager, at the downtown store.